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GETTING HERE

To Blue Vista

Whether you are coming up from I-70
or down from Nebraska, Hwy 77 will
bring you right past Blue Vista. Blue
Vista is 5 minutes East from Hwy 77-
by turning East onto Gardiner Road,
then quickly turning East again onto
Secrest. Follow Secrest past the Off-
Road Vehicle Area (ORVA) and into
the Blue Vista driveway. To find your
way to the Glampsite, follow the
orange line on the map on the next
page.



BLUE VISTA CAMPING & GLAMPING MAP
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TENTS

The Tentrr canvas tent sleeps 2 on a
queen foam mattress. It’ll keep you dry
as a bone. Don’t lean bags or things
that you don’t want to get wet against
the canvas. Keep the screen door
zipped shut to keep out bugs. No
smoking inside the tent and make sure
nothing that’s on fire gets close to the
canvas. There is a propane heater
inside, 2 nightstands, and small
cabinet with complimentary drinks.

Canvas Tent Pop-up Tent

Need extra space? The
additional 6 person nylon

tent is stored under the bed
in the canvas tent and

takes 10 minutes to set up.
We've cleared a perfect

spot for it right next to the
picnic area. Twin foam or

queen air mattress and
bedding are available to

add on (see p 9).



Water & Ice

An 3 gallon water cooler
located on the teal cabinet
inside the canvas tent will be
filled to start you off. You can
refill it it in the Cedar Pavilion
kitchen or there are tall water
spigots in the Rose Quarry.
There is also an ice machine in
the Cedar Pavilion kitchen for
filling up coolers or adding
extra chill to your water cooler.

Fire

Please keep fires contained to designated
fire pits or ask approval to build your own.

There will be firewood stacked at your
Glamping site. Should you need more
during your stay, additional firewood is

found under the Stone Lodge Deck or just
up the hill north of the Rose Quarry (see
map). For fire starting ease, lighters and

instant fire starter packets that light in rain
or shine are located in the cabinet

attached to the picnic table.

Lights & Electricity

There are solar lights in the canvas
tent, outhouse, & trees above the

firepit. The tent lights turn on
automatically at dusk and the

remote to adjust them is atop of the
nightstand. The outhouse light is

motion-activated and the remote is
on the wall just inside the door. The

outside tree lights also turn on
automatically and can be turned off

at the base of the trees at the
entrance to the firepit area. The

glampsite does not have outlets.
You can charge phones in the

Stone Lodge bathrooms or Cedar
Pavilion kitchen or see the Add-ons

page for more power options.
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FOOD &
DRINK

Lodge 18" cast iron griddle
Lodge 5 qt cast iron double
dutch oven (the lid can be
flipped over to use as a pan)
Grilling gloves
Anpro grill kit: tongs, stainless
steel spatula & grilling fork,
baster, carving knife, wire
brush, 6 stainless cornholders
& 8 skewers.
Stainless cooking utensils:
serving spoon, slotted spoon,
slotted turner, ladle, & skimmer,
4 telescoping roasting forks
2 stainless mixing bowls
Measuring cup & adjustable
measuring spoon
Stainless dinnerware: 4 small &
large bowls; 4 small & large
plates; 4 insulated cups; 6
spoons, forks, and butter
knives; 2 condiment bowls
Multifunction collapsible
colander, cutting board, &
washing tub

We've stocked your glamping
kitchen with the basics for great
campfire meals. The fire pit comes
with an insertable cooking grate.
The cookware tupperware bin
under the tent bed contains:

Campfire Cooking

Beverages

Plain water not your thing? We also
provide instant coffee, tea, and hot

chocolate in the glamping tent. Fill the 4-
cup aluminum kettle with water, heat

over the fire and pour into the insulated
stainless steel mugs provided.

Easy Meals

You can also heat up something quick in
the Cedar Pavilion kitchen microwave,

grab snacks at Sharp's Short Stop in
Randolph, or visit local restaurants: 

The Farmhouse (Riley & Olsburg), The
Bricks (Olsburg), Gambino's Pizza
(Riley), or The Riley Cafe (Riley).



Bathrooms
& Showers

At the Glampsite

For a quick freshening up, there are
face cleaning wipes in the cabinet in the
canvas tent and a camping sink located
next to the outhouse. The Tentrr Loo is
inside the outhouse between the parking
spot and the canvas tent. It has a
normal toilet seat on a wooden box.
Don’t worry. Way less ick factor than
you’re thinking. The bags were designed
by NASA for the space program. They
have a secret powder inside that gels
around waste and immediately blocks
odors. When you’re done, tie off the bag
and throw it in your trash barrel. Landfill
safe. Cool, right? Extra Loo bags and
toilet paper are in the outhouse and in
the teal cabinet in the canvas tent. 

When you're seeking running
water and temperature

control, spacious indoor
bathrooms and showers are

open to all campers and
glampers. The two full

bathrooms with showers
under the deck of The Stone
Lodge (see map on p. 2) are

stocked with a hairdryer,
towels, shampoo,

conditioner, and body wash.
Additional indoor bathrooms

and two more showers are
located on the first floor of

Cedar Pavilion.

The Stone Lodge & 
Cedar Pavilion
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CLEAN UP
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To clean the cast iron cookware
between uses, DO NOT USE
DISHSOAP. Simply rinse, scape, or
wipe off the food residue with water and
the cleaning tools provided in the "dirty
dishes" bin. Dry with the dish towels or
paper towels provided, & spray with the
provided seasoning spray.

Cleaning Cast Iron

You are welcome to bring your "Dirty
Dishes" bin down to the Cedar Pavillion
kitchen and wash dishes in the large
commercial sinks. Or, for quick a clean
up, the colander/ cutting board can be
used as a washbin with the
biodegradable dish soap, drying rack,
and towels provided at your glampsite
with water from the camping sink.

Washing Cookware &
Dishes

Please place all dirty dishes in the plastic tub labelled "Dirty Dishes"
under the tent bed and dirty towels and sheets in the hamper labelled
"Dirty Linens" to be cleaned by our team at the end of your stay. For
items you would like to wash and re-use during your stay, please see

below:

To avoid sharing your glampsite
with curious critters, please make

sure to secure food in airtight
containers or your car and throw
away trash in the covered trash
can provided. If you have larger

trash you need to dispose of,
there are dumpsters behind The
Stone Lodge and in the parking

area of Cedar Pavilion. Recycling
can be placed in recycling bins

inside the buildings.

 Trash & Recycling

 Spare bedding and cleaning
towels are under the bed in the

canvas tent. Towels for bathing are
located in the showers at The
Stone Lodge Deck and Cedar

Pavilion. Please put all dirty linens
in the "Dirty Linens" hampers. 

 Linens
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Pop-up Tent Bedding 

As the sun sets and you wind
down after a day of adventure, the

canvas tent makes the perfect
screen for projecting your favorite
shows and flicks. Simply hook up

our CiBest projector to our
camping battery and your phone

to stream your favorite media (we
provide a full-sized HDMI cable)

while eating fire-popped corn!
We'll include everything you need

(including directions) to roast
some quick kernels and add your

favorite toppings. $25.

 Movie Night!

Explore the Tuttle Creek Reservoir
with our 2 lightweight kayaks. We'll

provide the lifejackets and strap the
kayaks to your car for the quick ride
over to the water entrance at Fancy

Creek State Park. $20 per kayak,
full day rental. 

 Kayaks for 2

ADD-ONS

Twin foam mattress $15
Queen Air Mattress $25
Bedding $15

We'll have the marshmallows,
chocolate, and graham crackers
waiting in the canvas tent upon
your arrival. Use the telescoping
roasting forks in the cookware bin 
 to roast the marshmallows over the
fire to make this classic camping
treat! $10

S'mores Package

Extra Power

Camping battery $10
Gas Generator $40

If you need to stay plugged-in, our
camping battery is just right for
running all your small electronics.
Need more power? Our gas
generator can give you a boost.

Rent extra bedding for more guests.
Prices below are for your entire stay:



QUESTIONS?

Drew Vennum, Owner
785-236-8802

drew@bluevista.info
https://bluevista.info/
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